
You will need:

• Around quarter of a metre
of fabric. Your layout will
differ depending on the
shape of your piece

• Pins and scissors, or a
rotary cu�er and mat

• 50cms of elas�c

Step one:

Cut out the paper template, and use it to cut
4 mask shapes from your fabric, and two
rectangular elas�c channel pieces.

Step two:

Fold two of the mask pieces in half, wrong
sides together.

Place these onto the right side of another
mask piece. Align the corners and curves.
The folded edges should naturally meet each
other, but it’s not essen�al.

Pin them in place.

When referring to the illustra�ons, note that the lighter pa�ern indicates the right side of the fabric, and the
darker shade indicates the wrong side.

Right side Wrong side

All seam
allowances are
1cm unless
otherwise
stated.

Mask sewing tutorial
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Step three:

Baste the curved edges. This simply means to sew with a
longer s�tch length within the seam allowance, i.e. at
less that 1cm so as not to be visible later.

If you’re feeling confident, you can skip the bas�ng and
just layer up in step four, being careful to keep the
edges together nicely.

Step four:

Take the final mask piece, and place it right
sides together with the first sec�on. Pin the
layers together.

Step five:

Sew through all the layers using the 1cm seam
allowance.

Step six:

Trim the seam allowance by half. This
reduces bulk and helps the curve to sit nicely
when turned out the right way.

Step seven:

Turn the mask the right way out. This can be
a bit fiddly so take your �me.



Step eight:

Press the mask well. Don’t forget to open up the
extensions first to get all the seams, before
pressing them flat, with the folded edges mee�ng
(again, it is not essen�al for these to meet).

Step nine:

Working on the front, top-s�tch close to the curved
edges. You can pin first if you want to, to make sure
the extensions aren’t peeping out.

When you wear the mask, don’t forget to pull the extensions out to cover your nose and chin!

Finally:

Cut two pieces of elas�c, around 25cms each. Thread these through the ends and knot loosely so you can test fit.
If it’s too loose, �e the knots further down un�l you get a comfortable fit. Make the knots snug and tuck them
inside the channels for a clean finish.
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